
GAMERS ARE AN 
INFLUENTIAL GROUP
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FAST FACTS:  
WALMART GAMECENTER MAGAZINE 

 
 Walmart GameCenter Magazine (WGC) is celebrating 5 years of 
continuous publishing:  

 300,000 readers plus per issue of the print magazine. 
 Print magazine distributed from double metal magazine rack on 

the Video Game Section End-Cap.  
 10,500,000 Launch Day Apps downloaded, that have WGC 

available for consumers to read on iOS and Android mobile 
devices.       

 1,000,000 downloads of our Walmart GameCenter magazine digital 
newsstands for iPad and PC/Mac Desktop apps. 

 



 

FAST FACTS:  
WALMART PARENT’S GUIDE TO VIDEO GAMES 
 
 

Walmart Parents Guide to Video Games is the ONLY video game magazine 
published in the United States, exclusively written for Mom and Dad:  

 300,000 readers of the print magazine.  

 Print magazine distributed from double metal magazine rack on the 
Video Game Section End Cap.          

 100,000 Walmart Parents Guide to Video Games Mobile phone apps 
downloaded with new issue available.    

 150,000 Walmart Parents Guide to Video Games iPad apps downloaded 
with new issue available. 

 



 

FAST FACTS:  
EGM DIGITAL GUARANTEE PROGRAM 

 
 

EGM Digital Guarantee Program uses multiple channels that use content to 
lead gaming social readers to purchase CTA. 

 EGM produces 500+ pieces of content per month. 

 EGM delivers 1+ million video views per month. 

 Content is delivered via vertical social channels. 

 Branded EGMNOW page on title as part of program. 

 Purchase CTA included in Social Post and Stories. 

 Sold on a guarantee only. Never guess how many gamers will be driven to 
your purchase pages. 
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Source:  Walmart GameCenter and EGM online/social readership surveys













RECOMMENDED CONTENT
Suggestions based on user preferences

VERTICAL PRESENTATION
Follow content streams by brand

PARTNER SITES
Quickly follow other brands

CONTENT LISTING
All content is organized by brand/user

UPDATES AND NOTIFICATIONS
Users are alerted when content is added

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Box art, purchase links, and other info

USER CUSTOMIZATION
Connect for alerts on specific games

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Box art, purchase links, and other info



CODE REDEMPTION
Access code redemption to unlock 
special offers or other content

CUSTOMIZE AND FOLLOW 
Get updates and Launch Day features 
on the brands that matter most to you

AD MESSAGING
Easy access to the latest info and offers 
that have been added to the App

NAVIGATION
App navigation enables access to 
content with the press of a button

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Nested options allow additional 

content to be added as necessary

STREAMING CONTENT
Alerts, video and offers from multiple 

brands are curated in the same App

PURCHASE
Store button directs users directly to 

purchase page located at Walmart.com

COUNTDOWN
The countdown clock instantly 

informs users about upcoming events






